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ABOUT ELAINE TURNER

“Women who come together, 
work together and share together, 
ultimately succeed together.” 

XOXO, Elaine

Growing up in Texas in an entrepreneurial family, Elaine Turner developed a 
unique aesthetic sparked by the effortless, laidback luxury of international and 
Mediterranean travels. After meeting her husband, Jim Turner, the two 
co-founded Elaine Turner® and launched the eponymous lifestyle brand in April 
2000. The goal was simple: use the language of design to create elegant yet 
affordable fashion that makes women feel beautiful inside and out.

However, as the brand has evolved, Elaine Turner, the person has too. By 
experiencing her own personal hardships, Elaine made it a priority to establish 
charitable giving as a cornerstone of the brand. As a result, Elaine has begun to 
spend much of her time in the community speaking to women about topics that 
are close to her heart.

Elaine has courageously channeled her challenges into a way of connecting more 
deeply with others, especially women. Elaine’s mother, Marlaine, has battled 
breast cancer for over 30 years and her daughter, Marlie, was born with a 
genetic condition that presents itself much like autism. 

Through these difficulties, Elaine’s mission became clear: to use her platform to 
change lives and make a difference. Her heart beats through connection with 
other people and she feels strongly that women who come together, share their 
wounds and expose their cracks will ultimately become stronger together and lift 
each other up in the process. As Elaine states, “Women who come together, 
work together and share together, ultimately succeed together.” 

Always a creative storyteller, in August of 2018 Elaine released her first book, 
Breaking The Glass Slipper: Debunking The Myths That Hold Women Back. Elaine’s 
book debuted as a #1 New Release on Amazon, and in the coming months she 
looks forward to continuing to bring substance to style. Whether in front of a 
crowd of 500 or in front of a camera, audiences always respond to the humor, 
charm and vulnerability she brings to the mic. 



• Owned and operated Elaine Turner Designs for
over 18 years.

• Expertise in product development and design in
apparel, handbags, shoes and jewelry.

• Passion for working with and curating
like-minded brands and products.

• Believes fashion can empower women through
self-expression.

• Debuted as #1 Amazon best seller in Emotional
Self Help category.

• See Elaine’s Breaking The Glass Slipper Interview.
• See Elaine on Great Day Houston with Deborah

Duncan talking about her new book.
• See Elaine on Good Morning Texas talking about

her new book.

• Read Elaine’s Speaking and Awards Resume.
• See Elaine speaking at She Said. She Led. She

Is. Conference.
• Email us at elaine.turner.speaker@gmail.com to

book Elaine to speak.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1PSFRp05mI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDZAcvcda2k
https://www.wfaa.com/video/entertainment/television/programs/good-morning-texas/fashion-designer-elaine-turners-book-breaking-the-glass-slipper/287-8278832
mailto:elaine.turner.speaker@gmail.com
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gxnkw1mzi8scq5k/Elaine%20Speaking%20Resume%20101618.pdf?dl=0


PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

PRESS & MEDIA

+ SPONSORED POSTS
+ BRAND AMBASSADORSHIP
+ PRODUCT PLACEMENT
+ BRAND COLLABORATIONS
+ GUEST FEATURE
+ BANNER ADS
+ EVENTS & TRAVEL
+ GIVEAWAYS

SOCIAL MEDIA & DIGITAL PLATFORM

28.4 K+  FOLLOWERS

14.7 K+  FOLLOWERS

2.8 K + FOLLOWERS

+ SPEAKING & DAY WORKSHOPS
+ BRAND COLLABORATIONS
& GUEST FEATURES

AS SEEN IN

READ MORE

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CLICK HERE

OR CONTACT 
elaine.turner.speaker@gmail.com

CONTACT ELAINE TURNER

43 K+ SUBSCRIBERS

67 K+ PAGE VIEWS PER MONTH 
11  K+ USERS PER MONTH

mailto:elaine.turner.speaker@gmail.com
https://www.elaineturner.com/speaking-inquiries
https://www.elaineturner.com/elaine-in-the-press



